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Introduction
This Home Buyers’ Guide provides a general overview of basic
essentials you need to understand in order to navigate today’s real
estate market. To receive full-service support and real estate
advice tailored to your needs, visit SDHomes411.com to schedule
a personalized and complimentary consultation.

While most buyers expect to live in their home an average of 14 years, the
typical tenure is close to nine years. That means the average buyer will go
through the process of buying a home about once a decade. The real estate
market is always changing— the process of buying a home has evolved in
the past decade, just as it evolved in the decades before that.
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Experienced Professional By Your Side
Whether you’re buying an existing property or a new home, there’s one thing
you need: a reputable agent. While some may say you can buy or sell your
home on your own, if you’re not familiar with the process, it may lead to
more frustration and aggravation than it’s worth.
Sonal is an award-winning and experienced professional who provides the
highest level of service and discretion, and will help you every step of the
way.
Your Best Interests
Sonal will keep your best interests in mind. She’ll explain the process,
negotiate with the seller or builder and help you purchase the home of your
dreams.
Contractual Expertise
Since Sonal deals with the buying and selling process every day, she
understands its nuances. She can explain often complicated contractual
language, handle requests from the seller's realtor and spot potential issues
before they become problems.
Local Expertise
Sonal can provide expert knowledge about the areas that interest you, that
best match the stage of life you are in.
Local & Worldwide Connections
In some areas of the market, many homes are sold within hours and days of
being listed on MLS. Other properties are marketed exclusively and privately
within the Willis Allen network locally and worldwide. Sonal’s connections
and access gives you priority access to real estate opportunities that would
otherwise be difficult to view.
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Specialization
Sonal assists clients in the purchase of real estate in various real estate
categories; whether you are looking for single-family homes, condos,
townhomes, multiplexes and new construction homes.
Exceptional Service
Sonal believes relationships are more important than transactions. Many
real estate agents take a transactional approach to sales — identifying
clients, closing the deal, and then moving on to the next one. Sonal chooses
not to work that way because she believes you deserve more from the
professional you decide to work with.
Sonal commits to providing you with confidential, knowledgeable and
responsive service. She guarantees discretion, monitor and promptly deliver
listings that meet your criteria, facilitate viewings and property tours
according to your individual needs and schedule, and facilitate the
negotiation and purchase of your home professionally.
Sonal devotes herself to serving the needs of her clients before, during and
after each sale. Instead of disappearing after the closing, you can expect her
to keep in touch.

If you are interested in buying a home, Sonal can help.
CALL (858) 876-4110 to schedule a complimentary consultation.
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Partnerships With Competent Professionals
Consider Sonal your source of referrals for all types of businesses, whether
related to real estate or not.
Transaction-related: lenders, legal professionals, closing agents, home
inspectors, pest control services, insurance agents, movers
Home repairs and improvements: handymen, general contractors,
interior designers, roofers, painters, flooring installers, plumbing/
electrical/HVAC specialists
Landscape/maintenance: Yard and pool services, house cleaners,
window washers
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Know What You Need
There are many reasons why people move - some have to do with finances and career
changes, others with changes in personal relationships. It is important that I know yours,
so as to find the best home for your needs.
Assess your Readiness
Have you outgrown your current home?
Want to quit renting & fulfill your dream of home ownership?
Are you moving because of a job transfer?
Do you just need a change of neighborhood?
Are you close to retirement?
Do you wish to downsize?
Have you had a change in your personal relationships?
(Marriage, Kids, Separation, Additional family members, etc.)
Are you buying for Investment purposes?
Assess your Budget
Pre- Approved? Yes / No

Maximum Budget _________________

Assess your Needs
Preferred Property Type Single Family / Detached
Condo/Apartment

Townhome
Vacation

Multi-Unit

Property Features
What is your preferred location?
How many bedrooms do you need?
How many bathrooms do you need?
How many stories do you prefer?
Do you need a bedroom on the lower level?
Do you need space for a home office?
What kind of parking space do you need?
Do you require garden/outdoor space?
Are community amenities like a swimming pool or fitness center high on your list?
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The Purchasing Pathway
The Purchasing Pathway is a step-by-step game plan for what to expect
from initial consultation all the way through to the closing of your home.
Initial Appointment
The purpose of the initial appointment is to understand your “needs and
wants” as a buyer. This may be the most critical meeting of the home
buying process.
Determine The Purchasing Parameters
There are three criteria every buyer uses to find their home: location,
price and style/condition. These criteria, along with your “needs and wants”
will determine the properties we search for and the homes we initially
view. At this stage, besides property preference, it is important to clarify
your budget and anticipated lifestyle changes that have triggered your
purchasing decision.
Get Pre-Approved!
Viewing homes without a pre-approval usually leads to disappointment.
Buyers who are wise discuss their financial situation with a reputable
lender and acquire a pre-approval. A pre-approval creates an opportunity for
you to not just understand what you qualify for, but ultimately to decide
what you can afford. Having a pre-approval greatly enhances your
negotiating position – especially in a competitive market. This is where, you
establish your budget, confirm the down payment, check your credit rating,
and understand mortgage plans that suits you best.
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Viewing And Evaluating Homes
Sonal will send you email alerts as soon as a property that meets your
preferences comes on the market via the MLS or through networking with
other brokers. Sonal will arrange for you to view the homes through a private
showing or open houses. The process of viewing homes provides you with
information in order to make the best decision possible. Helping you find a
home is a process of elimination; not a process of selection. Viewing homes
you don’t like is not a waste of time; it helps build a frame of reference to
help you find what you do like.
Once you have identified a property that matches your needs, Sonal will
assist in accessing the pros and cons of the home and provide insight on
recent comparable sales to assess whether the list price is a fair and good
value. Variables that impact the value of a home or property include its
location, neighborhood, community plan, proximity to amenities, lot
attributes, views, property size, interior and structural condition, construction
type, age, unique features, and the current state of the local real estate
market.
Powered with this information, you will be ready to write your offer and
negotiate effectively.

Sonal will assist you in assessing the pros and cons of
the home(s) you are interested in, and provide insight on pricing
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The Contractual Process
Evaluating The Property And List Price
Variables that impact the value of a home or property include its location,
neighborhood, community plan, proximity to amenities, lot attributes, views,
property size, interior and structural condition, construction type, age, unique
features, and the current state of the local real estate market.
Prior to writing your offer, Sonal will provide you with information on recent
area sales, local market information and background on whether there are
competitive bids, which will help you determine your initial offer as well as
your target price for this specific home.
Crafting The Offer
With some investigation, Sonal may also be able to assess the Seller’s
background and objectives for selling, which may assist you in crafting a
competitive offer. Sonal will explain the purchase contract in detail and walk
you through the strategy and other considerations before crafting your offer
that will have the best chance of getting acceptance.
Multiple Offers
In high-demand, low-inventory areas, you may find yourself bidding against
other buyers. Some sellers in high-demand niche markets may also
intentionally list their home at a low price hoping to stimulate multiple
offers. This doesn’t necessarily mean that the price will be bid up
significantly over the asking price, but it does mean that due diligence is
required on your part and the part of your REALTOR® to ensure the offer you
submit is strategic, competitive and reflective of what you are ultimately
willing to pay for the property.
Ensure you know your budget and requirements prior to submitting your
offer so you don’t commit to additional costs in the heat of the process.
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Probable Responses
You can expect one of three responses to your offer:
• Acceptance: Seller accepts and signs your offer as is and your offer
becomes a binding legal contract.
• Seller sends a Counter offer: the seller may make changes to your offer,
such as adjustments to the price, closing date or terms. You may accept the
counter offer or you may make another counter offer back to the seller. •
Rejection: the seller may choose to reject your offer
Offer Acceptance
Once both parties come to an agreement on price and other terms, you
move on to the next steps in the buying process. There are set period of
time frames in which to satisfy the contingencies agreed to in your contract,
such as completing a satisfactory home inspection, reviewing reports and
disclosures or securing financing.
Negotiating
Throughout the process, Sonal will advise and prepare you for negotiation,
not just on the initial price, but on all key factors impacting the sale of the
home including earnest money, inclusions, repairs, dates for closing and
possession.
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Deposit Earnest Money
An earnest money deposit is the best way of communicating to the seller
that you’re serious about purchasing their property. Once you have an
accepted offer, Earnest money is kept safe with escrow until those funds
are used to close the transaction.
Perform The Home Inspection
After the contract is fully accepted and all terms are agreed upon, Sonal will
advise on performing a home inspection. The inspection will allow you and
the inspector you hire to take a more thorough look at the property. This
inspection will give you a far greater understanding of the property you are
purchasing.
Ensuring Time Frames
Sonal will ensure that any time frames indicated in your contract are
realistic and are met as the process moves along. Sonal communicates with
all parties involved such as your mortgage lender, escrow company, title
company, sellers, sellers agent, inspection companies and others to make
sure everything stays on track.
Final Walk Through
After the mortgage has been approved, a final walk through is encouraged.
On the final walk through, you will re-inspect the property to ensure it is in an
acceptable condition and that any personal property conveying is present.
Execute the Closing Documents
Once the contract is accepted, inspections performed and mortgage
approved, the closing will be set and final documents will be executed. You
will be directed by the appropriate party as to the time and date of this
event. A formal closing date will either be established by a closing attorney,
or an escrow officer will close the transaction.
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For Your Notes
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Home Delivery
This is the most exciting part for Sonal when she hands over the keys of
your home to you!
Upon the conclusion of the paperwork and transfer of ownership, you will
receive the keys, garage door openers, and any documents/warranties that
convey with the property. You will then become the rightful owner.
It’s time to move in!
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Reviews from people I care about - My Clients
"From soup to nuts, our seller's experience with Sonal Kanodia has been
incredible. We have been able to depend on her for reliable and professional
service with a personal touch. She is sharp, knowledgeable and relatable,
and has worked above and beyond to help us prepare for sale and get
settled into the right place for our family. We highly recommend you employ
her as your realtor! She is the best"
"Sonal was amazing to work with! We started thinking about selling over a
year ago. She stuck with us until we got serious. Our priority was to get top
dollar for our Condo and find a house at the same time. Sonal was so on top
of her game. She made it her top priority to not only get our condo sold but
to make sure we had a house to go to. She diligently followed up with all
parties to ensure process stayed on track...including us?? Sonal is very
professional with great experience. We are so happy in our new home!
Thank you for everything Sonal!"
"Sonal helped us with both buying and selling of our house. We did this at
the same time and walked us through this challenging process very well.
She has thorough knowledge of her work and she ready to explain things
when in doubt. In this tough market, we were able to buy our dream house
with the help of Sonal. Thanks Sonal. You are amazing!"
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Contact
Sonal Kanodia
REALTOR®, CNE, MBA

(858) 876-4110
sonal@SDHomes411.com
www.SDHomes411.com
CalRE# 01937217

INTERNATIONAL STERLING SOCIETY AWARD WINNER - RANKED IN THE TOP 15% IN CB NETWORK
TOP 50 SALES ASSOCIATES IN SAN DIEGO - APRIL 2018, JULY 2017, NOV 2016, JUNE 2016
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